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Password: Are you a good listener? What has the world come to? A serial killer has targeted the elite? Or he's a politician? With competition for the presidency of the world's best superpower heating up, the two presidential candidates set up campaigns to win over America's voters. They're taking no chances to win, so both turn to a former secret service agent to help plan their attack strategy... in the shadows. Risk, action and betrayal. Welcome to the world of point-and-click political intrigue in strategy gaming's premier espionage and intrigue title. The upcoming title from fans of Eraser: The Game and The Art of Seduction won't be working from the same gameplay formula as previous titles... The Rise of
The Candidate stealth game and the first interactive serial killer thriller in political gaming. The world is at war... but who is the war that will win? Scrutinizing the candidate's background while a sniper takes his shots. Carefully assembling your campaign team as the battle rages on. Diving into your opponents' strengths and weaknesses. Instantly assessing possible threats as they become evident. and quickly discovering the killer's strategy to ensure victory. The election of the United States president is just a few days away. With a little help from the Department of Defense and the former Secret Service, the team has uncovered an assassination plot targeting both candidate's campaign. The game will take
place in New York City and Washington D.C. however your mission could take you to locations across the United States. You'll need to assemble a team, design your plan, and take on your opponents. Choose your role: support, operative, media-buying, supporter (Superhero), warrior, or FBI agent. Open your mission before you launch into battle. See where every bullet is headed, and analyze every decision. On this tense mission, nothing will be left to chance... -In-depth campaign management, from planning to execution-Suctioning each candidate's strengths and weaknesses-Gravely mission design (expect twists, surprises, and missions that may not follow the main storyline-You won't find more actionpacked political intrigue anywhere else, written by the creators of Eraser: The Game The Candidate will allow players to become their characters, going beyond the typical mission design and into the political campaign, a world of intrigue. A major feature of the game is a flexible mission and campaign design, as well as a deep character creation and development system
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